Press Release

Wolfgang Voigt - Loop
Exhibition: December 18, 2021 – March 19, 2022
Opening: Dezember 17, 5 – 10pm
Wolfgang Voigt will be present at the opening.
Hansel and Gretel on acid: With the exhibition "Loop" by Wolfgang Voigt, the
legendary Cologne artist and co-founder of the Kompakt music label, the Studio
Naegeli celebrates its opening in Gstaad.

Wolfgang Voigt, Re-enchantment, 1.5 / 2010 025cm x 040cm
Print, acrylic, felt-tip pen, silver tape on paper
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A constant in Voigt's musical and visual work are the varied repetitions of
minimalist structures, which give rise to certain patterns and forms. Both his
musical and visual work are united by a basic conceptual approach which he
develops and modifies according to the specification of each media he
experiments with. In addition to a predominantly sample-based, rather
free-abstract gestural musical and visual language, it is above all the "loop
principle" that has always fascinated Wolfgang Voigt.
He makes visible what is hidden from the human eye, and blurs what was
supposedly seen into abstraction. As a pioneer of electronic music and
representative of a digital avant-garde in the visual arts, Wolfgang Voigt
creates his own post-anthropocentric mythology.
The computer is in the foreground of Voigt's artistic work; however, he also
transfers his conceptual, mostly serial ideas to the "live" instrument
(Freiland Klaviermusik) or "real" paint (Maschinelle Malerei).
In the exhibition "Loop" this interrelation between physical and virtual worlds
is distinctly represented. For the first time and exclusively the audience will
have a chance to see the previously unpublished Voigt’s works on paper from the
series "Datenzauber" (Data Magics) and "Rückverzauberung" (Re-enchantment).
On the occasion of the release of his 10th GAS album, the exhibition in Gstaad
will also present the visual compositions "Waldloops" from Voigt's most
prominent project. Based on psychedelically condensed classical sound sources
in combination with noise-focussed forest photos and films, GAS inspires an
audience far beyond the boundaries of electronic music. "GAS fantasizes about
an audiovisual intoxication between Schönberg and Kraftwerk, between French
horn and bass drum. GAS is Wagner as glam rock, Hansel and Gretel on acid. An
endless march through the underwood, into the imaginary disco of a nebulous,
abstract forest.“
By deconstructing the surrounding reality, Wolfgang releases a true cosmic
energy and lures his audience into a magical world. As music journalist Saliha
Enzenauer described it, „From an interdisciplinary art perspective, one can
only compare this articulate and imaginative richness of Voigt’s art to the
likes of an Andrei Tarkovsky, who managed to invoke profound philosophy and a
deeper cosmic narration within his cinematic images that lack a classic
narration. Voigt gives us the same cosmic kiss“.
Especially for the exhibition in Gstaad and in reference to the series
"Waldloops", the artist created a work based on alphorn sounds with the title
"Gstaad Loops". As a second part of this digital experiment, a new NFT series
will be presented in the exhibition "Loops".
In the historic chalet of renowned photographer Jacques Naegeli, we continue to
create a story begun by the photographer and transport it with us into the
future.
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